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Summary 
 

In January 2022 two small areas were excavated within the west end of the nave of St Edmund’s 

Church, Dudley, for new floor slabs. In each area, mortar surfaces were found that were interpreted 

as construction levels associated with the rebuilding of the church in 1722-24. These surfaces had 

been punctured by a number of construction cuts for brick burial-vaults. Two were intact, with 

barrel-vaulted roofs rising to within a very short distance of the present (19th-century) tile floor.  

 

 

Introduction 
 

In December 2021 the writer was commissioned by the Diocese of Worcester to excavate 

two small areas towards the west end of the nave of the church to allow for the installation 

of concrete slabs to support new areas of flooring at the level of the surrounding aisle 

passage floors, after the removal of Victorian pews. The excavations, which were each 

specified to be 300mm deep, were undertaken between January 19th and 21st with some 

further work carried out on January 28th. The larger of the two areas, on the south side of 

the central aisle, was excavated first (Area 1), followed by a slightly smaller area (Area 2) on 

the north side of the aisle. Throughout the process the aim was to achieve minimal intrusion 

into the buried archaeology of the church – and this aim was broadly achieved, in that the 

excavations terminated at what appeared to be early 18th-century builders’ construction 

deposits and surfaces, punctured by later brick burial vaults, which were left undisturbed.  

 

 
Fig.1 Location of St Edmund’s within the medieval core of Dudley (1884 O.S. 1:2500 1st ed.; 

National Library of Scotland) (NGR: SO9464 9044) 



The Church of St Edmund, King & Martyr, Dudley 
 

The earliest reference to the church is a charter of 1180, confirming the gift of St Edmund’s, 

together with St Thomas’s, to Dudley Priory. St Edmund’s was the parish church of the new 

12th-century borough of Dudley, and St Thomas’s its dependant chapel (Hemmingway 2009, 

30-32). Virtually nothing is known of the fabric of the medieval church as it was demolished 

in 1646 during an action in the Civil War (Hemmingway, ibid., 128). A diocesan visitation of 

1674 found St Edmund’s ‘totally demolished at the time of the late war and the vicarage 

house then burnt and not as yet rebuilt’; but the church appears from a later inspection to 

have been at least useable by 1684, though its role as the parish church was taken over by 

St Thomas’s. (Hemmingway ibid., 137). Rebuilding finally took place in 1722-24, by Richard 

and George Bradley. It was rebuilt in brick with stone dressings and neo-Classical detailing, 

though its form was largely traditional, with an aisled nave, west tower and east chancel. 

The gallery is said to have been added in 1814 (though this needs further investigation – see 

below) and a new vestry in 1849. The church was re-pewed and re-floored with encaustic 

tiles in 1864 (Hemmingway ibid.,164). It is a grade II* Listed Building (1343221).  

 
Fig.2 St Edmund’s, the west front; Castle Street has been widened at the expense of the 

churchyard frontage 

 

No previous archaeological exploration of the church is known to have taken place. When 

the central heating ducts along the aisles were installed in February 1971, the excavations to 

do this, to a depth of 600mm, encountered brick burial vaults. Two vaults were found. Half-

way along the central aisle, the vault of the Finch family was found, John Finch being buried 

in 1792. During repairs to the floor the vault collapsed and was filled in. A second vault was 
found at the west end of the central aisle, belonging to the Wooley family. It was ten feet 

long, six feet wide and six feet deep and contained the bodies and coffins of six adults and a 

child; there was a coffin chute at the east end. Each coffin had a thick outer container of 



lead, one of wood, and another of lead within that; the occupants were identifiable from 

plaques. The coffins were stacked, the uppermost belonging to the Hancox family. A coffin 

was opened, disclosing the body within, wrapped in a woollen shroud with traces of hair 

remaining on the scalp and eyebrows. A burial certificate for a member of the Hancox 

family, reproduced in the typescript note on the 1971 discoveries, records her death in 

1829. The sketch made in 1971 suggests that the vault was a barrel-vaulted brick structure 

like those that were to be encountered, but left intact and not investigated, during the 

excavation. The fate of the Wooley-Hancox vault in the 1971 work is not recorded, but its 

position towards the west end of the central aisle makes it a possible candidate for the vault 

whose construction cut lay just within the eastern part of Area 2 (see below). 

 

 
Fig.3 Sketch of the Wooley vault discovered in 1971 close to the site of the 2022 

excavations 

 

Another brick vault was discovered outside the SW corner of the church in recent times 

when an area of paving gave way, disclosing a vault containing coffins. The vault was paved 

over. A burial was also found on the Castle Street frontage in recent times, fairly certainly 

the consequence of the widening of the street at the expense of the medieval churchyard 

(pers. comm Jon Harcourt).  

 

 

The excavations: results 
 

AREA 1 
 

Area 1, measuring 4.2m by 3.4m, adjoining the south side of the central aisle passage, was 

excavated first. Removal of the softwood floor by the building contractors had revealed a 

deposit of light grey-brown dry soil filled with mortar rubble, pieces of mortar and brick 

(context 01). This was found to contain quite large quantities of charnel (two buckets full). It 

was interpreted as a builders’ dump deposit that had been sealed under the floorboards. 

  



 
Fig.4 The excavation areas within the church (plan: Oliver Architecture Ltd) 

 

 

 
Fig.5 Excavation plan 

 

  



This was removed fairly rapidly and was found to cover an undulating but largely smooth, 

hard, mortar surface over fine red brick rubble, tile and mortar rubble (context 04). It 

formed a convincing surface which lay 14-15cms deep below the present church floor on  

the north side, dropping to 19-21cms deep on the south side. It was level with a substantial 

offset to the base of the south-west nave arcade pier (08).  

 

Removal of the debris 01 from the west side of the area soon disclosed the top of a brick 

barrel-vault, rising to within 2-3cms of the underside of the Victorian encaustic tile floor at 

the west end of the nave (see figs. 7 and 8). The south end of the vault was present and 

intact and took the form of a brick wall butted against the bricks of the barrel vault. The 

north end of the vault had been disturbed in the NW corner of the excavation area, 

probably by the insertion of the central heating. The cut through surface 04 for the 

excavation and insertion of the vault was seen to continue northwards, but bricks laid flat 

(rather than curved) on the crown of the vault at this point suggested a change in 

construction, possibly an opening used when the vault was being built.  
 

The vault lay within what was interpreted as a construction cut (03). This was fairly tight 

against the vault brickwork at its north and south ends but was wider in the middle, 

extending out from the vault brickwork. In this area the cut, which had a mostly gravelly fill, 

had been partly backfilled with concrete or at least a rubble/mortar mix deposited when 

wet. In the top of this was a large piece of pale squared-off masonry (left in situ); over it 

were further pieces of masonry, under which had been placed (more accurately hidden or 

stuffed) a number of disarticulated human bones. One of these pieces of broken masonry 

(which was retained on site) was identified as a section of coping stone with a socket for a 

vertical iron post. The bricks used in the vault were measured at 24 x 7 x 10.5cms.  

 

At the extreme south-west corner of the area, the cut 03 for the vault appeared to return 

southwards on the very edge of the excavation (numbered as cut 06): this was either a 

second construction cut for another adjacent vault, or possibly the cut for an entrance or 

coffin-chute into vault 02.  

 

On the extreme eastern edge of the excavation area a second large, vertically-sided, cut was 

found (05), filled with grey rubble and mortar-filled soil similar to context 01. It extended 

east out of the area but its north and south sides were found giving it a width of c.2.4m N-S. 

Its south end was found to be retained by a brick wall, one brick thick, of which four 

courses were seen. The cut was excavated to a depth of c.300mm below the surface 04 so 

as to fully define the feature and give some indication of its character. At this depth a rough 

surface of casually-laid bricks was found (fig. 9) that seemed to represent a definite stage in 

its backfilling. The cut was fairly certainly for another burial vault, but excavation was 

discontinued before this could be demonstrated; possibly the vaulted roof had been broken 

through and backfilled to the level of the rough brick surface. At its south-west corner it 

was cut against the pier base 08, revealing another offset course – the corner of a wider 

base – sealed 14cms below surface 04. 

 

Cleaning of the surface 04 revealed another cut through it (07), in this case a roughly 
circular feature c.0.5m diameter, filled with dark gravelly soil that was softer than the 

surrounding surface. This was fairly clearly another negative feature, a pit or foundation-

base, cut through mortar surface 04, but as it lay beyond the required depth of excavation, 

its surface was defined but it was not excavated.  

 



The excavation of this area was therefore concluded at surface 04 with a number of features 

cut through it clearly defined but not explored. The quantity of charnel recovered from the 

‘topsoil’ equivalent in this area, 01, seemed consistent with the excavation of the two (one 

certain, one probable) vaults by builders, probably in the later 18th or early 19th century, and 

the need to re-inter skeletal material from earlier deposits and burials.  

 

 
Fig. 6 Area 1, excavation commences. The top layer 01 exposed by the removal of the 

planked floor is being removed onto the rubble backfilling the cut 03 for brick vault 02. 

Looking SW 

 

 
Fig.7 An early stage in the exposure of vault 02 cut through mortar floor surface 04 

(foreground). Charnel has been tucked under pieces of broken monumental masonry 

(including a large piece of coping stone) discarded in the backfill of the cut 03.  

 

 



 
Fig.8 Area 1 completed (SW to top of photo). The dark circle of the unexcavated feature 07 

can be seen in the shadow of the pier. The wider lower stage of the pier base is visible, 

centre left, in the side of the cut (05) probably for a burial vault.  

 

 
Fig.9 Cut 05, probably for a burial vault lying immediately east of Area 1. Note lower stage 

of nave arcade pier (08) exposed in the top corner of the cut. Looking south 



 
Fig.10 Pier base 08, looking east, surrounded by floor surface 04 

 

 
Fig.11 Area 1 at the completion of the excavation; east to top 

 

 

AREA 2 

 

Excavation of Area 2, measuring 3.3m x 2.2m along the north side of the central aisle, 

commenced with the removal of a deposit of fine, light-grey very dry dusty soil (context 09) 

with a high proportion of mortar, red brick (whole bricks down to small pieces) and 

occasional lumps of dark green, slightly plastic clay. The deposit was similar to context 01 in 

Area 1 across the aisle.  



Almost immediately, the excavation encountered coursed brickwork at a high level in the 

north-west corner. This was rapidly revealed to be a brick barrel-vault (vault 10), in this 

case aligned east-west, with a brick blocking wall across its east end. The brickwork was 

mostly laid on a longitudinal (east-west) axis, to turn the barrel vault, but set into the crown 

was a patch of bricks laid flat across the vault crown, most probably an access panel dating 

from the vault’s construction: at c.0.6m x 0.4m, it would have been too small to admit 

coffins once the vault was complete. The vault was built within a larger, irregular cut 

(context 11) filled with dusty rubble similar to the overlying layer, 09. The cut was enlarged 

southwards at its western end; this was excavated to a depth of c.300mm below the 

surrounding surface to fully define the cut. In the extreme south-west corner of the 

excavation area, within the cut, was a brick feature of modern construction and unknown 

function.  

 

The construction cut for the brick vault had been dug through a mortar floor surface 

(context 13) similar to and fairly certainly a continuation of mortar floor 04 in Area 1. This 
surface lay at a depth of 10cms below the present (Victorian) floor at the north-east corner 

of Area 2, 7cms below the floor in the centre of the north side. For comparison, floor 

surface 04 in Area 1 lay 14-15cms deep just across the aisle and ran slightly deeper towards 

the south, suggesting that this surface, which may well be a significant horizon in the 

church’s buried archaeology, is inclined downwards slightly from north to south. The 

present church floor was levelled with a dumpy level and found to be within a centimetre of 

being perfectly level (at a height of 200.194m above O.S. datum).  

 

Unlike surface 04 in Area 1, surface 13 in Area 2 was partially covered by a later surface 

(context 12) consisting of light grey-brown topsoil with extensive mortar, not very different 

to the overlying material 09, but forming a harder, smooth, probably trampled surface, its 

extent limited to the south-west quarter of Area 2. This material too was cut by the 

construction cut 11 for brick vault 10. Into its upper surface had been trampled a number of 

sherds of bottle glass, possibly of late 18th-century date (see below). 

 

In the south-east corner of the excavation was a second substantial cut (context 16) 

through the mortar surface 13. This belonged to another burial vault, most of which lay to 

the east of the excavated area where its upper brickwork could be seen, partially backfilled 

with rubble, under the floor of the adjoining pews. This was not excavated.  

 

In the centre of Area 2 the mortar surface 13 had been cut by an oval feature, 15, a pit 

containing a brickwork pier of roughly-assembled unmortared bricks surrounded by a fill of 

soft, rubbly soil. This was interpreted as a support for some kind of feature at ground level, 

possibly even underpinning to counteract subsidence in the pew floor above. Its position 

relative to the north-west nave arcade pier (17), right on the northern edge of Area 2, was 

similar to that of the unexcavated negative feature/pit 07 in Area 1 in relation to the pier 

there (08, the SW nave arcade pier) – slightly west of the pier and inside it – suggesting that 

these features may have been related, being approximately symmetrical within the plan of 

the church.  

 
Excavation of the oval pit 15 was limited to the top course of brickwork and a depth not 

exceeding c.20cms below the surrounding surface. Within this depth, the north side of the 

feature was found to have been cut down onto a flat surface (context 14) composed of a 

dark brown clayey and gritty soil with a high charcoal content. This could be seen to run 

under the mortar surface 13 and may have been another temporary floor or trampled 



surface, but was not investigated further, lying below the finished level required for the 

excavation.  

 

As in Area 1, excavation of the uppermost layer yielded a quantity of charnel, which can 

probably be interpreted as material upcast from the construction of one or both burial 

vaults. Similar to vault 02 in Area 1, the crown of vault 10 rose to within 10cms of the 

underside of the present tile floor in the aisle passages.  

 

The north-west nave arcade pier (17) lay just outside the excavated area, its southern edge 

forming part of the north side of the excavation. Because the exposure was limited it was 

not possible to form a definitive view of the relationship between the pier and the mortar 

surface, which appeared to have been partly scooped away against the pier revealing a 

darker rubble beneath the top mortar surface. There was however no evidence of a 

substantial cut to suggest that the surface had been cut through to build the pier, and the 

impression was that, as in Area 1, the pier pre-dated or was contemporary with the mortar 
surface.  

 

  
Fig.12 (left), excavation of Area 2 commencing; context 09 being removed; fig.13 (right), 

excavation of Area 2 nearing completion, vault 10 in left foreground. East to top. 

 



 
Fig.14 Detail of vault 10 showing the ‘hatch’ in its crown, the end blocking wall (foreground) 

and its construction cut 11 through the surface 13. The vault was covered only by dusty soil, 

it was not concreted over as the sections seen here might suggest.  

 

 

 
Fig. 15 The two areas completed, looking north from Area 1 to Area 2. The horizon to 

which they have been excavated (contexts 04/13) may be common across the nave of the 
church. 

 

 

 

Excavated artefacts 
 

Only the ‘topsoil-equivalent’ layers 01 and 09 were completely removed from the two 

areas, so all the artefacts catalogued here derive from these. A partial exception may be the 

pieces of wine bottle from 09 (Area 2) which were recovered from the top of the trampled 

earth surface 12 and may have been discarded together onto that surface. The difference in 



the two assemblages, from similar contexts either side of the central aisle is marked: to the 

north – a bottle, a number of nails; to the south – no nails, more pottery. What this means 

in depositional terms within the church is not immediately obvious. 

 

Area 1, context 01 

 

1 piece of earthenware tile or very large vessel fragment, red earthenware body, black-

brown glaze on one side. 17th-19thC? 

 

1 x base sherd, pink earthenware body, black internal glaze, 17th-19thC 

 

1 x body sherd, shallow earthenware bowl, pink fabric internal mid-brown glaze, 18th-19thC 

 

1 x base sherd frag, flat bottom, buff body, external and internal dark brown glaze, 18th-

19thC 
 

1 x body sherd, black/purple overfired body, black external glaze, small bowl or cup 

fragment? Resembles ‘Midlands Purple’; 17th-18thC? 

 

3 x base sherds, 1 x body sherd, red earthenware fabric, dark black-brown lustrous glaze 

inside and out, small cup, 17th-18thC 

 

12 x body sherds and 1 base sherd with handle. Shallow flared bowl with handles, buff body, 

internal and external streaky mid-brown glaze. 19thC.  

 

3 x clay-pipe stems; 1 x clay-pipe bowl, c.1700 

 

5 x pieces of window glass, plain, thin, oxidised; 1 x glass rim frag., vessel unidentified 

 

1 x piece of roundwood c.3cms diameter with drips of clear/greenish substance. Piece of 

stick used for stirring a pot of varnish or lacquer?  

 

Area 2, context 09 

 

1 x base sherd fragment, 1 x body sherd red body, black glaze inside and out, 17th-19thC 

 

1 x body sherd, black/purple overfired body, black/purple glaze inside and out. Similar to 

‘Midlands Purple’ type fabric ? 17th/18thC 

 

1 x rim sherd frag, mid-brown glaze inside and out over red/dark brown fabric, thin walled, 

18th/19thC 

 

8 x sherds of green bottle glass, mostly from the base of a single wine bottle 12-14cms 

diameter. Some slight oxidisation on surface. 18th or early 19thC? From on top of surface 

12.  
 

11 x handmade iron nails, 7cms – 15cms long, many with mortar adhering. Structural, rather 

than coffin-derived. Undated.  

 

2 x clay-pipe stems, undated.    



Discussion 
 

 
Fig. 16 The two excavation areas, looking south from Area 2 to Area 1 

 

Excavation of both areas concluded on reaching what might loosely be termed a mortar 

floor surface, context 04 in Area 1, 13 in Area 2. At about the same depth, they were 

interpreted as a single horizon spread right across at least the west end of the nave, most 

likely a builders’ construction level, possibly a temporary floor beneath a planked wooden 

floor surface more or less at the present floor level. The unevenness of the excavated 

surfaces suggested that they were not a formal, finished floor in themselves. In Area 1, the 

relationship to one of the nave arcade piers could be examined. It was found that the pier 

rose from a larger, rough, square base, about 0.9m square, with its top about level with the 

mortar surface 04, which slightly overlapped it. Where the mortar had been cut away for 

what is interpreted as the cut (05) for a later vault, the corner of the pier base could be 

seen descending. The mortar composing surface 04 had fairly certainly been deposited once 

the pier base was in place, in other words, the surface was contemporary with or later than 

the base of the nave arcade pier. The pier had definitely not been cut through the surface, 

establishing this floor level 04/13 as part of the standing church building.  

 
A question that arises is: what date is the pier base? The most plausible answer is 1722-24, 

that is, part of the first Georgian church. However, at first sight the pier rising from the base 

appears to be contemporary with the present gallery, which is supported by the nave 



arcades. This in turns leads to the question – what date is the gallery? According to John 

Hemmingway (2009), the gallery was added in 1819. But according to the C of E’s Church 

Heritage Record (642200) ‘Galleries were supposedly added around 1864 to increase the 

capacity and the church partly refurnished. Rebuilding must have been thorough, as the 

arcade columns have rebates to take the galleries, so must have been completely replaced 

or reworked at this time’. This argument is best illustrated by the picture (fig.17) below 

showing the banked seating of the west end of the gallery in relation to the treatment of the 

column at this point: the two are certainly contemporary, the stop at the base of the 

chamfer on the NW side of the column corresponding exactly with the height and angle of 

the banked seating.  

 

To complicate the question, there is a plan and section dated 1829 by Jesse Wright, builder, 

showing proposals for a north gallery ‘to accommodate 120 Charity children and 120 adult 

persons intended to correspond with the free gallery already erected on the south side of 

the said church which accommodated the same number of children and adult persons’ 
(Incorporated Church Building Society ICBS 01095 - Incorporated Church Building Society (ICBS) 

(lambethpalacelibrary.org.uk) ). This, however, does not resemble the present gallery either in 

its carpentry or the details of the stone columns of the nave arcades, which appear to be 

circular on square bases rather than their present form – square, with deeply chamfered 
corners, quarter-round chamfers rising to stops with acanthus-leaf decoration. Jesse 

Wright’s galleries seem to have been short lived and to have been replaced by the present 

arrangement. 

 

Does this imply that the mortar surfaces 04 and 13 were laid in or after 1864? In this 

writer’s view, the answer is no – the nave arcades must have been comprehensively rebuilt, 

just as the Church Heritage Record suggests, when the present gallery was built, probably in 

1864. Close inspection of the columns of the nave arcades shows a change in the colour of 

the stone used, with a lighter stone at ground level and a darker stone at various heights 

above (see fig.19) that do not correspond with the tops of the pews (and thus differential 

exposure to the air/pollution etc). The implication seems to be that the column or pier 

bases, and the lower sections of the piers/columns, survive from the 18th-century church but 

were rebuilt higher up, and that the mass of mortar around them was deposited during the 

original building episode – and that there was a long period of time (120 years) for the 

mortar surfaces to have been punctured by the burial vaults discovered before everything 

was sealed beneath the new encaustic tile and planked floors in the 1860s. 

 

If this interpretation is correct, the mortar floor surfaces 04/13 were laid/deposited when 

the church was originally rebuilt, and form a convenient sealing layer, protecting the buried 

archaeology of the medieval church, of which nothing was seen during the 2022 excavation, 

other perhaps than the disarticulated bone probably disturbed by the construction of the 

brick burial vaults. The charnel was re-interred on site within cut 11 in Area 2.  

 

The likelihood is that the mortar surfaces 04/13 may not have been a formal, finished floor, 

but are more likely to have been a construction or blinding layer below a shallow sub-floor 

space under a planked floor. This interpretation rests mainly on the undulating nature of the 

surface 04 and the rather casual manner in which holes were punched through it for burial 

vaults and supports for unidentified structures above. There was no sign of tiles having ever 

been bedded on the surface. The finish and wear on the pier base 08 suggests that the 

Georgian floor level was not much different to the present (Victorian) floor.  
 



  
Fig.17 (left): the column rising from pier 08 in Area 1, seen at the level of the gallery seating 

above; fig.18 (right), the form of the column as a whole. The chamfers on the corners all 

reflect the gallery and its fittings.  

 

 
Fig.19 The nave and gallery, looking north-west, to show the colour change in the masonry 

of the columns.  

 

 

 

 



Further work and archiving 
 

No further archaeological research arising out of this intervention is required, though there 

appears to be both the scope and the need for further documentary and architectural 

investigation to elucidate the history of the standing building and the evolution of its galleries 

– with their strikingly well-preserved and evocative Victorian seating.  

 

The archives arising from the 2022 intervention comprise: two bags of artefacts (reported 

above), one rolled A1 drawing, one ring-binder containing paper records of the excavations. 

These will be returned to the parish. No digital records will be retained by the 

archaeological practice other than correspondence on email and further copies of the site 

photos, all of which are reproduced in this report. Digital copies of this report will be 

deposited with the Dudley Historic Environment Record, St Edmund’s Church, and with the 

Diocese.  
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